I would point out that the patent office does not seem to realise the significance of my discovery until I read my paper. The abstract you prepared appeared in the programme of the 9th Intl. Cong. of Chemotherapy became available to delegates. However, when I read the full paper on July 15th 1975--at the Congress--no one had suggested that RA was due to a protozoal infed and no scientific paper had ever been published suggesting this. I myself, for various reasons, had considered the likelihood that RA could well be of protozoal origin for some years although I had never published any articles suggesting this. Furthermore clot was used as an aid which had not yet been used commercially at the time of my first experiments.
From: Their Highnesses

PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM

Dated: 24th July 1974

Subject: The Unseen Realm

Your Excellency,

I am pleased to inform you of the progress of my research into the nature of the Unseen Realm. As you are aware, the initial findings of my work in this field have been met with skepticism. However, I am confident that my conclusions will be accepted by the scientific community.

I have conducted experiments that suggest the existence of a parallel dimension, which I believe is the Unseen Realm. These experiments have yielded extraordinary results, which I will share with you in further correspondence.

Thank you for your continued support and encouragement.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Excellency,
The put forward the postulated nature of the disease. The reading group paper must have been raped since more much got was reported by RA I appeared in newspapers & journals all over the world, although the reports vary. 

He repeats my remarks about inaccurate. This account for the articles 1, 2, 3, 4.

Having discovered the possibility of Clet - in RA - I then tried to determine which part of the molecule of the drug was effective and responsible for its effects on the disease and concluded that it could well be the imidazole. I then tried the effects of various other substances containing this imidazole groupings with particular the 5-nitro-imidazoles. I found that these were equally effective in RA - I then concluded in their action as the Clet. Therefore for this reason concluded that RA - These substances are well known antiprotein drugs.
MEMORANDUM

For internal use only

A Conclusion

Which has been previously been made.

The free living amoeba prev. instill The 5 nitro-

imidazoles, like Cidol before, were tested in the
laboratory against the cultures of the free living
amoeba isolated from the tissues in cases of
Culture RA prone to kill the organisms. These
Culture RA opaque to kill the organism. The 5
nitroimidazole included both metronidazole and
Rumidazole. All this work was first reported in
my monograph entitled — published — in the
March 1978
Examiner
disclosure in 1975 that Cidol had an
anti protozoal effect other than against histoplasma
and while metronidazole — Rumidazole amebain
and anti protozoals, some no one had ever

demonstrated. RA might have been a
protozoal infected. No person had ever
suspected it they might have an
Anti-rheumatic effect? In answer to (d) the screening of antiprotozoal agents for use in RA is not easy since they all chemical substances containing an imidazole group tend to cause an allergic reaction. This consists of an exagg of the sym of the chi. When I read admin. & results from the bullying of the caus. organ in the hus. by the drug.

"If this the beneficial effect of these agents is not immediately obvious until the heur. react has died down. Hence the most obvious would have conclude that they were of no benefit - they had not worked long enough. The occurrence of this reaction alone proves the causative test relationship of a protozoan to RA, an hitherto undescribed finding. The whole of this argument can be found in my 500-page monograph as well as mentioned above. I would point out that the examiner has his args arguments.
we back to find. They assumed that the cause of RA was known to be protozoan prior to my work. MEMORANDUM Whereas until my work of antiprotozoal agents, it's nature had been completely unknown. FROM Unknown TO

Incidentally in USA there already been granted patents for the use of the above drugs in the treatment of RA. Is of being the first person to describe their action in this disease.